NOW
BOOKING!
Turn ON the "SUCCESS" switch and unleash leadership growth
As a 2x Best-selling author and communication
and leadership coach, Jennifer Wilkes is in high
demand to share her proven techniques of
transforming student leadership and
organizational mindsets. She has a unique
ability to connect with students and empower
them to lead with purpose.
Jennifer presents unique methods that have
been proven to enhance student morale,
increase student retention, and improve student
leadership. She works directly with students to
enhance collective leadership dynamics that will
produce more leaders and a cohesive
environment.
She is guaranteed to take your students
to a new level of self-awareness and purpose!

BOOK JENNIFER TODAY!

KEYNOTE/WORKSHOP TOPICS:
Get CLEAR: How to recognize your
purpose and live on purpose
This keynote/workshop helps students develop
self-awareness and learn how to enhance their
presence within a group.
Communicate - The heart of all relationships
depends on the integrity of communication.
Lead - Once you are able to lead self,
leading others is easy.
Eliminate - Overcome limiting beliefs that
limit your choices in life.
Act - Change begins with the decision to
take action with goals.
Reflect - See the facts and make necessary
adjustments.
I Am In Shape: Leadership Development
This keynote addresses the importance of
using experiences and environment to shape
one's leadership approach.
5 Ways to Conquer Your Chaos: How to
manage and overcome daily stress
This keynote/workshop uses the 5 methods in
Jennifer's best-selling ebook 5 Ways to
Conquer Chaos to help students learn how to
deal with stressful relationships and
circumstances.
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Jennifer provides each client with a before and after assessment.

Benefits of working with Jennifer:
TANGIBLE IMPROVEMENTS:
Improved performance
Clear & active vision
Enhanced leadership presence
Increased productivity
Increased student retention

INTANGIBLE IMPROVEMENTS:
Improved morale
Stronger student engagement
Reduced conflict
Create organizational loyalty
Improved change management

Why Jennifer?
Jennifer has experience in various fields of communication (radio, print, community and public
relations, and organizational training). She holds a Bachelor of Arts in Mass Communication, a
Master of Arts in Communication and Leadership Studies, a Certificate in International Media
(Italy), and Master Certificates in Leadership and Communication Management.
She has worked with Job Corps, TRiO Upward Bound, a number of non-profit and community
organizations in Georgia and South Carolina, as well as small businesses.
In 2014, Jennifer became a 2x Amazon.com best-selling author by co-authoring her
first print book 20 Beautiful Women and her first ebook 5 Ways to Conquer Chaos.

What others are saying:
"Your message came to me at a time in which I
felt mentally and emotionally drained. The
discussion on faith and using positive
affirmations gave me reassurance and helped
me to remember my purpose and also reminded
me of the mission I am set out to do with The
Still Standing Foundation. Thank you for helping
me to regain and maintain my faith."
-Tamiko Lowry, Founder of The Still Standing
Foundation
"The workshop was very helpful because Ms.
Jennifer taught us that there's more ways to
communicate. The exercises were fun and Ms.
Jennifer was funny while very enlightening. It
was an educational and entertaining experience."
-Daniel Johnson, JobCorp Student

BOOK JENNIFER NOW!
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